i3SIXTY Tender Specs
A mobile and interactive digital flipchart that offers a 90-degree rotation of the display, built-in
camera and microphone, advanced whiteboarding, wireless presenting and casting, integrated web
browser and video conferencing application.


The 90-degree screen rotation allows the user to rotate the display from landscape to
portrait mode and vice versa. The monitor mount uses a very smooth system with a gas
spring that allows for a smooth and easy viewing angle adjustment.



The built-in camera, microphone and pre-installed video conferencing application make it
easy to set up video conferencing calls.



The wireless video cast application allows the user to mirror the screen of the flipchart to
other compatible devices.



The user can also share his content wirelessly from any device by using the Windows app
(min: Windows 7 ), the MAC OSX app (min OSX 10.10), AirPlay for iOS and the Android (Play
Story, min. Android 5.0). Wireless touch function and audio transmission on Windows & OSX.
Up to 64 devices can use the remote view simultaneously to follow the meeting.
Optional: wireless hardware HDMI transmitter to create a wireless touch connection
between a mobile device and the wireless video cast application – without any installation.



The integrated web browser allows users to access any website and bring in more content.



With the integrated whiteboarding app the user can make quick notes and distribute them
via email, QR code, USB or i3CLOUD.



With the screen annotation app the user can annotate on top of any other application being
shown on the desktop. The annotations can be exported to the whiteboarding app to be
distributed afterwards.



The digital flipchart comes with an active pen that includes pressure sensitivity.



The digital flipchart comes with capacitive touch technology to create a very responsive and
natural touch experience.



The mobile stand has lockable wheels which have a diameter of 10 cm for smooth mobility
across any surface. The distance between the wheels is 75 cm, so the stand fits perfectly
through any regular door.

